
Applying CVD to Property Prospecting 
and Labor Pool Analyses 

Background

A Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) is 

a business that buys and operates real 

estate - including offices, apartments, 

hospitals, and shopping centers - 

and makes that real estate available 

for private parties to invest in. A key 

to the success of any REIT is having 

accurate and actionable data to both 

predict profitability of new real estate 

opportunities and cost-effectively 

manage operations at facilities they own.

That is why a top ten REIT, worth over 

The Challenge

Customer Story

$30B in revenue, has engaged with Wejo, 

a leader in connected mobility data. By 

using Wejo’s 13.3+ trillion Connected 

Vehicle Data (CVD) points, the REIT 

can better understand the population 

around a site, such as the labor pool, 

potential workforce, and affluence. Along 

with that, Wejo data provides the REIT 

with a better understanding of vehicle 

movement patterns around the United 

States by extracting movement data from 

11+ million vehicles.

This leading REIT was looking to get 

better, more accurate insight into the 

population around potential facilities. 

Specifically, they wanted to understand 

mobility patterns within an hour’s drive of 

the facility locations to inform predictions 

on how far people might be willing to 

commute to a job or visit the property. In 

addition, this REIT was seeking to best 

understand the makeup of the community 

and the travel behaviors of those who 

lived there.  
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Result

Solution

The REIT knew if they wanted to gain a deeper, more reliable 

understanding of mobility, they needed a source with a high capture 

rate. Meaning, they wanted to work with someone who could provide 

data in high frequency. 

They decided to tap Wejo’s Connected Vehicle Data, which provides 

real-time and historic insights on road usage using data generated from 

millions of active connected vehicles. Wejo’s CVD has a capture rate of

3 seconds per data point, meaning it is refreshed in near real-time.

Wejo’s CVD lets the REIT analyze road usage trends within an hour

driving radius from existing and potential properties in their portfolio. 

By understanding where vehicles are starting and ending journeys in the 

area around a property, they can ensure there are sufficient labor pools 

to staff facilities. CVD also sheds light on demographic data at a more 

granular level and gives this REIT a competitive advantage by helping to 

ensure investment decisions are backed by accurate, low latency data. 

Leveraging CVD is setting this leading REIT up to maximize returns from

its properties, not only delivering value to investors.
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